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Background
‘In all great critical periods in history, humanity goes through the agonising struggle and suffering of rebirth. Great
forces of destruction are afoot and seem to be dominant, but constructive and creative forces that will redeem
humanity are silently bringing about transformation.’ The current directive or authoritarian orientation of mankind
is now moving towards a collaborative, cohesive and cooperative existence, towards a reorientation in the New
Life of the creative forces for the New Humanity.
The collaborative symbiotic orientation is based on three true understandings, Love; the real nature of love and of
the unity of all life on earth, Truth; to each do their unique Divine Duty and to take Responsibility for themselves
and their actions, and Peace; to work together selflessly and collaboratively for the benefit of all, loving and
serving one another selflessly, so achieving Love, Truth and Peace, for the New Humanity living the New Life.
The fundamental endeavours of the New Humanity Foundation and its global Collaborative Community is to live
the New Life of the New Humanity collaboratively and in harmony with each other, the Earth, and all her life,
plants, creatures and environments, focused on socially and environmentally sustainable self-sufficiency for
mankind.

Collaborative Orientation
Through their commitment to the collaborative orientation, people endeavour to live life with love, freedom,
harmony, peace, prosperity and privacy, and to eliminate competition, conflict and rivalry. They dedicate
themselves to live the word of God, the Creator, which means to live their individual Divine Truth. The personal
commitment to love one another, which is to love God, giving no importance to nationality, class, creed, age,
gender or religious ceremony, promoting Self Responsibility and upholding the sovereign rights and duty of each
man and woman in the community, whilst at the same time making no judgements about others. To recognize
and acknowledge that the ‘Real Self’ alone is powerful and as such, responsible for the ‘false self’.

Participants
‘Participants’ means those free men and women on the land who are dedicated to the purpose of the New
Humanity Collaborative Communities and all its Associates. The Participants volunteer and commit to the New
Humanity Collaborative Communities and exercise their own sovereignty and freedom with the greatest possible
degree of privacy, responsibility and interdependence. They are encouraged to exercise their fundamental rights
in pursuit of their own Divine Truth and higher Self.
Participants in the New Humanity Collaborative Community all undertake an active role in the Collaborative
Families, Projects or Enterprises so making a sincere commitment and contribution to the wellbeing of all in the
Community in which they live. Each Participant is fully responsible for their own actions and fulfils the Role in
their Community that they would truly love to carry out. Participants may change the Roles they perform from
time to time and in doing so train their replacement.
Participants are fully sustained in return for their voluntary efforts, and as in most not for profit (nfp) non
government organisations (ngo), they are sustained and have accommodation or housing, food, clothing,
transport, schooling and training, health and any other requirements and allowances (sustenance) commensurate
with the Role they fulfil, all fully provided.
Collaborative Family Members
Participants and Family Members in the Collaborative Community are fully sustained and provided for through
funding from the various New Humanity Collaborative Community Projects and Enterprises that they fulfil Roles
within. Each Collaborative Family has its own nfp ngo Private Family Foundation which receives its sustenance
resources from New Humanity Collaborative Community enterprise organisations.
The Terms of Participation support the selfless service and Manonash of Participants and the environmentally
and socially sustainable self sufficiency of their Collaborative Community. Manonash means, annihilation of the
ego. The Age of Maturity for Collaborative Community Family Members is in their 15th year, at which age the girl
or boy is entitled to become a Participant in their own right and so accept the associated responsibilities.
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All Members and Participants of the New Humanity Collaborative Communities, whether they be Members of a
Collaborative Family or a single Participant, are entitled to free health services and free schooling and learning
where provided by the New Humanity Collaborative Community.
New Humanity Collaborative Community
New Humanity Collaborative Communities and Tribes are made up of Participants and New Humanity
Collaborative Family Members. They strive to live in concord with Earth and all her life and wisdom.

Duty and Responsibility
These principles of Duty and Responsibility are based on Truth and Self-responsibility, cooperation and nonmanipulation of others. ‘People always put the blame for their dissatisfaction and suffering on others. But the
fact is, when one suffers it is one’s own fault. You become excited, angry and suffering, and then lay it all on
somebody else. But if you had gone beyond the lower self, you would have taken it calmly, swallowed it and
remained unaffected. If you are firm, nothing will upset you. If you try, you will surely have it.’

Natural Sovereignty
Men and women Sovereign Rights are the rights of a natural person, a human being, to be a free man or woman
on the land, with Divine rights, to privacy, to freedom, to love, to independence, to speak and to remain silent, to
give and to receive, to apply their natural energy, to think, to breath, to apply effort and to work, to take decisions,
to increase their capacity, and amongst others include the right to be on the land on earth, to play and be joyous,
to create, to have family and children in a secure environment, to be sustained, to journey and travel, to have
natural creditworthiness and freedom to trade in a free market. In addition, every woman and man has the right
to freedom from financial servitude, usury and all its impositions, entrapment, threats, inhumane or cruel
treatment, slavery, arbitrary deprivation, unjustified accusation and attack, and all types of prejudice, whilst
maintaining personal and community security.
A natural person’s sovereignty is based on the aforementioned unalienable, imprescriptible and unlegislatable
rights. Sovereignty itself remains intrinsic to the individual man or woman by whom and for whom all
governments exist and act. Sovereignty is not subject to law for it is the author and source of law. There can be
no limitation to the sovereign rights of the individual, and these acknowledged rights pertain equally to each
Participant and Member of the global New Humanity Collaborative Community.
Privacy
These Terms of Participation are private and as such are covered by the Participants Privacy Commitment and in
particular the Participant agrees to keep private and not disclose any Private Information relating to the New
Humanity Foundation or New Humanity Collaborative Communities, at any time or by any method and in
particular as may be arbitrarily deemed necessary by any purported authority or by any statuary or legislated law,
so exercising their sovereign right to privacy under natural law.
Terms of Participation and Invitation
Simply stated a Participant in signing this Commitment to Duty & Privacy is saying to all other Participants in the
New Humanity global Collaborative Community that she or he can be relied upon to do their Divine Duty,
selflessly serving others to the best of their capacity whilst being wholly responsible for their own actions,
respecting and honouring their own privacy and the privacy and property of others.
This commitment is required for each Participant’s role in the New Humanity Collaborative Communities and the
various Projects and Enterprises that those communities undertake. All Collaborative Community Projects and
Enterprises are guided and operated under the Collaborative Management System. They are located in rural and
regional areas and use new technology and science to support environmentally and socially sustainable selfsufficiency for mankind.
Participation is by invitation from a current New Humanity Collaborative Community Participant. Participation is
for people who are Truly seeking to join global collaborative families and communities based on the values
outlined generally herein, and, who sincerely endeavour to selflessly serve one another cooperatively and without
rivalry or competition. Participants may invite others who they feel have similar values and commitments to also
participate by providing the latest version of this Commitment to those people and being responsible to have a
copy of the completed page 4 emailed to participantsrecords@nhcco.org. After a self determined period of
probation Participants are encouraged to recommit to the Participants Commitment to Duty & Privacy, having had
the opportunity to experience, operate and live the New Life.
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Participants Commitment to Duty & Privacy
I hereby declare my personal commitment to Other Participants and Members of the New Humanity Collaborative
Community globally that I am ready and willing to commit to and participate in the New Humanity Collaborative
Communities and their Projects and Enterprises, and to live the collaborative orientation.

My personal undertaking to MySelf
I declare my commitment to my own personal spiritual development and to my learning and personal growth, in
seeking to live my True nature and purpose, being responsible for MySelf and my actions and doing what I
Truly Love to do.

My commitment to the New Humanity Collaborative Communities and their Enterprises
I declare that to the best of my ever-expanding capacity, I will apply myself to live within the concepts and
precepts of the global New Humanity Collaborative Community and to apply myself as a Participant, being
responsible and cheerful, wholeheartedly facing hardship, not being upset by calamities nor giving any
importance to nationality, creed and religious ceremony, living the New Life.
I commit to work collaboratively with all other Participants and Members for the advancement of the New
Humanity Collaborative Communities and all their Projects and Enterprises. I will constantly endeavor to
selflessly love and be of service to Others, even at discomfort to myself.

My Privacy and that of Others
I acknowledge that the New Humanity Collaborative Community Participants and Members and their Associated
Private Foundations have certain private information in the form of both spoken and written information related
to their operations and intellectual property that may be made known and available to me from time to time in the
course of My Duty. All this private information will be referred to as the Private Information and will be confirmed
as such, in the case of verbal advice, during the private conversation, or in the case of documentary information,
it will be noted on the documentation or other private information media. Private Information may be shared
between appropriately identified Participants and Members only on a “needs to know” basis.
I hereby agree to keep private and not disclose any Private Information, relating to the New Humanity
Collaborative Community and their Associated Private Foundations, at any time or by any method whether it be
verbal, written, electronic, visual, audible, or in any other form, and in particular as may be arbitrarily deemed
necessary by any purported authority, statute or by any legislated law, so exercising my right to privacy.
I make this solemn commitment to MySelf and in accepting the unity of all Life on earth, I also make it to all the
other Participants and Members in the New Humanity Collaborative Communities and their Associated Private
Foundations.

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________
Participant’s Name
Participants Autograph
Participants phone number +_____________________________________
Full International code

Participants email address ____________________________________________________________________
Made at (Town) _______________________________________________(Country) Dated __________________
Witness Name and Autograph _________________________________________________________________
Witnessing Participants Name

Autograph

Witness Name and Autograph _________________________________________________________________
Witnessing Participants Name
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Wisdom
There are 42 wise councils given by the great Gods to the peoples of Australia.
1
Do not steal.
Be not over-prideful of your wit that your wisdom becomes clouded.
3
Turn not from the right path when it is beset with danger.
4
Do not be haughty or vain.
5
Do not sexually debase yourself with any animal.
6
Consider others at all times and assist them where help is needed.
7
Do your work willingly, not shirking your duties.
8
Let your wisdom quench the thirst of those parched for the truth.
9
Let your anger be just.
10
Show gratitude to all those whom have befriended you.
11
Lay only with the woman whom your spirit loves.
12
Respect the plant-life that feeds you, that they may flourish.
13
Give food to the poor and drink to the weary.
14
Be upright and honest in your trading.
15
Unite yourself with no-one in a cause of hatred.
16
Do not pry into others privacy or involve yourself in idle gossip.
17
Keep yourself aloof from filth and corruption.
18
Honour all true Wirinus. [Spiritual Elders]
19
Treat your body wisely abstaining from harmful things.
20
Do not get involved too much in living that you neglect your spirit.
21
Know your own heart and be genuine in all you say and do.
22
Let your friendships be loyal and strong.
23
Do not practice evil arts.
24
Treat all animals with wisdom and compassion, eating of them only what is
needed to survive, respecting the animal sacred to your tribe.
25
Eat not until your belly is tormented, nor take of strong drink
until your will has become its slave.
26
Be not greedy for the things of earth.
27
Speak no evil except of evil itself.
28
Always be on the side of right and truth.
29
Use no man as you would a woman.
30
Respect yourself, others and your environment, the sum total is respect of
God.
31
Know that spiritual strength is the key to eternal life, fear not death.
32
Do not boil with envy of anothers skills.
33
Close not your ears to right and truth.
34
Speak out against all falsehood.
35
Act always with honour.
36
Honour your ancestors with good and righteous deeds.
37
Accept the bad things of life that happen to you as tests from the Gods,
do not try to take your own life
38
Your heart shall not be torn with the claws of jealously.
39
Lead not others into trouble.
40
Do not kill in hate and violence.
41
Lay not with those who are your close kin.
42
Use your power only towards good.
2

The Book of “Yahi” - Alcheringa
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